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Preface/Préface

This is the fifth annual bibliography to appear in the October issue of the Urban History Review. It was originally organized to follow the format of Canada’s Urban Past: A Bibliography to 1980 and Guide to Canadian Urban Studies by Alan F.J. Artibise and Gilbert A. Stelter (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1981).

Canadian periodicals, bibliographies and indexes are searched systematically for items of potential interest to Canadian urban history. However, we still need help from our readers, particularly with theses, but also with reports and discussion papers, local history items and articles and books on Canadian urban subjects which are published outside Canada. References for inclusion in the 1986 bibliography may be submitted to the Bibliography Editor until May 31, 1986.

We thank the following individuals for contributing references to the 1985 bibliography: Alan Artibise, Gerald Bloomfield, Geoffrey Egan, Madeleine Forget, Wendy Fraser, Richard Harris, David Mattison, Peter McGahan, Murray Nicolson, Gilbert Stelter, John Taylor, T.J. Tronrud, and John Weaver.

Thanks are also due to those who responded to our appeals for details of theses, research reports, house publications:


Les périodiques canadiens, les bibliographies et les indexes sont dépouillés systématiquement à la recherche de publications présentant un intérêt pour l’histoire urbaine canadienne. Cependant, nous souhaitons que nos lecteurs continuent de nous transmettre de précieuses informations, notamment sur les mémoires et les thèses, mais aussi sur les documents de travail, les rapports, les débats, les textes d’histoire locale et les articles ou les livres traitant de questions urbaines canadiennes publiés à l’extérieur du Canada. Toutes les références pour la bibliographie de 1986 doivent parvenir à la responsable avant le 31 mai 1986.

Anne Alexander (Centre for Newfoundland Studies, Memorial University); F.H. Armstrong (History, Western Ontario); Helen Bingeman (Geography, Wilfrid Laurier); J. William Brennan (History, Regina); Dennis Capozza (Commerce and Business Administration, British Columbia); L.J. Evenden (Geography, Simon Fraser); Florence Gore (School of Urban and Regional Planning, Queen’s University); Leonard Guelke (Geography, Waterloo); Pierre S. Guertin (Architecture, Laval); INRS-Urbanisation (Montreal); R.G. Ironside (Geography, Alberta); Elwood Jones (History, Trent); L.D. McCann (Geography, Mount Allison); J.H. McCaughey (Geography, Queen’s); Linda Norton (Environments, Waterloo); Bernard Robert (History, Montreal); Mark Sproule-Jones (Political Science, McMaster); T.H.E. Travers (History, Calgary); Vance Bibliographies (Monticello, Illinois); M.W. Westmacott (Political Science, Western Ontario); Carol Yopp (Sociology, Calgary).

For the first time, computer methods have been used in compiling the 1984 bibliography. As well as saving some tedious labour in filing, sorting and cross-referencing the items, the change also permits references to be stored permanently in the computer record and may be retrieved for other purposes. We acknowledge the help of Becky Morrison and Peter McCaskell in setting up and testing procedures.

Dr. Elizabeth Bloomfield
16 Caribou Crescent
Guelph, Ontario
N1E 1C9

Organization of the Bibliography

The 1985 Bibliography has General and Regional divisions, each subdivided into sections which differ marginally from those of past bibliographies. In each province, census metropolitan areas and census agglomerations with core cities of at least 50,000 people are all distinguished. Small urban centres are grouped under the heading “Other Urban Centres,” with references ordered alphabetically by name of place.

Nous avons aussi apprécié la collaboration de Anne Alexander (Centre for Newfoundland Studies, Memorial University); F.H. Armstrong (History, Western Ontario); Helen Bingeman (Geography, Wilfrid Laurier); J. William Brennan (History, Regina); Dennis Capozza (Commerce and Business Administration, British Columbia); L.J. Evenden (Geography, Simon Fraser); Florence Gore (School of Urban and Regional Planning, Queen’s University); Leonard Guelke (Geography, Waterloo); Pierre S. Guertin (Architecture, Laval); INRS-Urbanisation (Montreal); R.G. Ironside (Geography, Alberta); Elwood Jones (History, Trent); L.D. McCann (Geography, Mount Allison); J.H. McCaughey (Geography, Queen’s); Linda Norton (Environments, Waterloo); Bernard Robert (History, Montreal); Mark Sproule-Jones (Political Science, McMaster); T.H.E. Travers (History, Calgary); Vance Bibliographies (Monticello, Illinois); M.W. Westmacott (Political Science, Western Ontario); Carol Yopp (Sociology, Calgary) pour la vérification des références au sujet des mémoires et des thèses.

Pour la première fois, la bibliographie de 1984 a été compilée grâce à l’informatique. Ce changement permet non seulement de stocker les références de façon permanente dans l’ordinateur, mais aussi de les réutiliser à volonté, tout en facilitant le fastidieux travail de classement. Nous tenons à souligner l’apport de Becky Morrison et de Peter McCaskell qui ont établi et vérifié le programme.
CANADA

General/Aspects généraux

BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND GUIDES TO SOURCES/
BIBLIOGRAPHIES ET INSTRUMENTS DE TRAVAIL


GENERAL WORKS INCLUDING HISTORIOGRAPHY AND METHODOLOGY/SYNTHÈSES GÉNÉRALES, INCLUANT L'HISTORIOGRAPHIE ET LA METHODOLOGIE


See also/voir aussi: 336,439,466,489, 778, 969, 1418, 1587.

Urban Economic Growth and Activities / Croissance économique et fonctions urbaines

FACTORS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH/FACTEURS DE CROISSANCE ECONOMIQUE


See also/voir aussi: 465, 522, 558, 607, 627, 633, 666, 693, 744, 839, 877, 908, 911, 930, 980, 1000, 1098, 1165, 1344, 1377, 1424, 1432, 1484, 1507, 1533, 1537, 1633, 1674.

URBAN SYSTEMS, METROPOLITANISM, REGIONALISM/SYSTEMES URBAINES, METROPOLITANISME, REGIONALISME


See also/voir aussi: 2, 3, 9, 10, 23, 33, 37, 38, 46, 113, 374, 384, 596, 636, 646, 790, 796, 1295, 1549.

TRANSPORTATION/TRANSPORT


See also/voir aussi: 218, 226, 227, 538, 637, 724, 970, 1064, 1075, 1092, 1145, 1152, 1325, 1391, 1445, 1465, 1551, 1613.

COMMUNICATIONS, INFORMATION FLOWS/COMMUNICATIONS, COURANTS D'INFORMATION


See also/voir aussi: 61, 601, 618, 619, 662, 874, 883, 970, 1356, 1434, 1551.

ECONOMIC ORGANIZATION OF URBAN SPACE/STRUCTURE ECONOMIQUE DE L'ESPACE URBAIN


See also/voir aussi: 1012, 1036, 1038, 1042, 1046, 1047, 1621.

TOWNS WITH SPECIALIZED ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS/VILLES A FONCTION SPECIALISEE


See also/voir aussi: 290, 383, 515, 516, 517, 531, 532, 533, 852, 975, 916, 977, 1071, 1341, 1351, 1433, 1501, 1540, 1578, 1579, 1586, 1601, 1616, 1671, 1698, 1699.
Urban History Review/Revue d'histoire urbaine

Population and Social Structure/
Population et structure sociale

PROCESSES OF URBANIZATION/
PROCESSUS D'URBANISATION


See also/voir aussi: 52, 471, 556, 683, 695, 724, 895, 980, 1435, 1605.

NATALITY, MORTALITY, DISEASE AND MEDICINE/
NATALITE, MORTALITE, MALADIE ET MEDECINE


MIGRATION/MOUVEMENTS MIGRATOIRES


100. BASSLER, Gerhard P. “German Overseas Migration to North America in the 19th and 20th Centuries: Recent German Research from the Canadian Perspective.” Deutschkanadisches-Jahrbuch/German-Canadian Yearbook 7 (1983): 8-21.


See also/voir aussi: 558, 677, 683, 684, 686, 695, 724, 762, 787, 788, 979, 1335, 1397, 1501, 1599, 1605, 1683.

INTRA-URBAN POPULATION MOVEMENTS/DEPLACEMENTS INTRA-URBAINS


See also/voir aussi: 683, 695, 724, 795, 819, 1271, 1311, 1472, 1605.

SOCIAL STRUCTURE/STRUCTURE SOCIALE


SOCIAL DIVISION OF SPACE/ DIVISION SOCIALE DE L’ESPACE URBAIN


See also/voir aussi: 541, 660, 683, 692, 695, 724, 764, 770, 855, 860, 1017, 1090, 1172, 1190, 1327, 1605.

**OCCUPATION AND CLASS STRUCTURE/PROFESSIONS ET CLASSES SOCIALES**


See also/voir aussi: 114, 115, 119, 133, 166, 462, 476, 532, 598, 645, 661, 680, 683, 695, 724, 728, 738, 772, 804, 950, 1121, 1517, 1605.

**ETHNICITY AND MINORITY GROUPS/GROUPESTHÉNIQUES ET MINORITÉS**


173. MUSZYNSKI, Leonard and Jeffrey REITZ. Visible Symbols: Cultural Expression


SOCIAL ISSUES/QUESTIONS SOCIALES


See also/voir aussi: 121, 199, 200, 562, 602, 605, 656, 657, 683, 695, 724, 1185, 1439, 1444, 1445, 1515, 1541, 1605, 1662.

URBAN CULTURE AND ORGANIZATIONS/ CULTURE URBAINE ET ORGANISATIONS


Urban History Review/Revue d'histoire urbaine


Urban Environment/Environnement urbain


See also/voir aussi: 599, 612, 674, 713, 893, 1067, 1294, 1454, 1710.

LAND AND DEVELOPMENT/ÉTAT DE DÉVELOPPEMENT


BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURE/CONSTRUCTION ET ARCHITECTURE


239. JACOBS, Hersch A. An Inventory of Cold Climate Research and Design. Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 1983.


HOUSING/LOGEMENT


See also/voir aussi: 8, 40, 72, 123, 433, 827, 849, 855, 860, 934, 998, 1489.

**PARKS AND LANDSCAPING/ PARCS ET AMENAGEMENT PAYSAGERS**


See also/voir aussi: 196, 214, 360, 380, 665, 734, 801, 1070, 1079, 1110, 1114, 1164, 1213, 1272, 1463, 1493, 1509, 1594, 1635, 1641, 1648, 1652, 1663, 1669.

PLANNING/PLANIFICATION ET URBANISME


390. WILKINSON, P.F. Urban Open Space Planning. Downview: York University, Faculty of Environmental Studies, 1983.


URBAN CONSERVATION AND RENEWAL CONSERVATION DU PATRIMOINE URBAIN ET RESTAURATION


See also/voir aussi: 242, 258, 311, 315, 496, 505, 508, 520, 555, 582, 660, 705, 715, 716, 748, 749, 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 755, 756, 763, 869, 914, 931, 1022, 1025, 1027, 1030, 1036, 1038, 1041, 1043, 1044, 1053, 1073, 1078, 1107, 1161, 1194, 1259, 1316, 1319, 1320, 1347, 1393, 1396, 1400, 1448, 1464, 1467, 1470, 1528, 1539, 1580, 1682.

Urban Government and Services/Administration et services urbains

URBAN PUBLIC POLICY/POLITIQUES URBAINES


SERVICES PUBLICS


See also/voir aussi: 17, 389, 628, 632, 678, 701, 704, 714, 726, 729, 730, 731, 732, 777, 781, 783, 792, 797, 798, 808, 838, 859, 923, 975, 985, 1007, 1031, 1135, 1162, 1173, 1188, 1195, 1207, 1227, 1232, 1270, 1278, 1288, 1416, 1447, 1480, 1481, 1487, 1505, 1546, 1558, 1563, 1574, 1590.

URBAN UTILITIES AND SERVICES/SERVICES PUBLICS


See also/voir aussi: 201, 355, 426, 433, 647, 729, 824, 833, 840, 841, 846, 847, 975, 1004, 1032, 1055, 1082, 1084, 1157, 1196, 1262, 1285, 1287, 1565, 1592.

REGIONAL/REGIONS

Atlantic Canada/Provinces Maritimes

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


See also/voir aussi: 253.

152
Nova Scotia/Nouvelle-Ecosse

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


LOUISBOURG


OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


New Brunswick/Nouveau-Brunswick

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


FREDERICTON


See also/voir aussi: 541.

MONCTON


SAINT JOHN/SAINTE-JEAN


See also/voir aussi: 541.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


Prince Edward Island/Île du Prince Édouard

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


CHARLOTTETOWN


Newfoundland/Terre-Neuve

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


Newfoundland/Terre-Neuve

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


610. LEWIS, Jane and Mark SHRIMPTON. “Policymaking in Newfoundland during the 1940s: The Case of the St. John’s Housing Corporation.” Canadian Historical Review 65, 2 (June 1984): 209-239.


See also/voir aussi: 199.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


Quebec/Québec

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


629. BAILLARGEON, Mireille et Gisèle SAINTE-MARIE. Quelques caractéristiques ethno-culturelles de la population


669. KNIGHT, Alan et Réjean LEGAULT. Le système de l’architecture urbaine au Québec au 19e siècle. Rapport subventionné par SCHL. Montréal: Ecole d’architecture, Université de Montréal; Québec: Département d’histoire, Université Laval, 1984.


Urban History Review/Revue d’histoire urbaine


See also/voir aussi: 5, 31, 79, 88, 91, 207, 309.

CHICOUTIMI-JONQUIERE


HULL


See also/voir aussi: 1081.

MONTREAL/MONTRÉAL


160


775. LEVINE, Gregory J. “Criticizing the Assessment: Views of the Property Evaluation Process in Montreal, 1870-1920, and their Implications for Historical Geography.” Canadian Geographer/Le géographe canadien 28, 3 (Fall 1984): 276-283.


784. PAINCHAUD, Claude et Richard POULIN. “Italianité, conflit linguistique, et structure du pouvoir dans la com-


See also/voir aussi: 742.

SHERBROOKE


See also/voir aussi: 5, 31, 79, 88, 91, 207, 309.

TROIS-RIVIERES/TROIS-RIVIÈRES


OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


908. COTE, Martine et Damien GIGUERE. Le patrimoine. Synthèse historique de la Municipalité régionale du comté


Ontario

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


Bibliography/Bibliographie


1002. HOPKINS, Ruth and Edna M. SMITH. Millgrove Through the Years. Hamilton: W.L. Griffin, 1983.


See also/voir aussi: 318.

KINGSTON


1018. JONES, Michael R. "Gentrification in a North End Neigh­bourhood of Kingston." Unpublished M.PL. Report, Queen’s University, School of Urban and Regional Planning, 1985.


KITCHENER


1034. BUNTING, Trudi E. "Residential Investment in Older Neighbourhoods." (For CMHC). Waterloo: Department of Geography, University of Waterloo, 1984.


See also/voir aussi: 325, 963.


1064. BOUCHIER, Nancy B. "'A Broad Clear Track in Good Order:' The Bytown and Nepean Road Company-Richmond Toll Road, Ottawa, 1851-1875." Ontario History 76, 2 (June 1984): 103-127.


See also/voir aussi: 963.

1089. ADAMS, Peter and Colin TAYLOR. *Peterborough and the Kawarthas.* Peterborough: Heritage Publications, Trent University, Geography Department, 1985.


See also/voir aussi: 963.


1095. SARNIA. DEPT. OF PLANNING AND RENEWAL. *Sarnia Heritage Inventory.* Sarnia: The Department, 1983. 315 p.


See also/voir aussi: 978.


1102. DOMEGALA, Mary. *A Profile of Selected Social Indicators by Census Tract for the Regional Municipality of St. Catharines.* Regional Niagara Children's Services Committee and Regional Niagara Health Services Department, September 1984.


      See also/voir aussi: 1038.

**SUDbury**


Bibliography/Bibliographie
1140. SUDBURY CENTENNIAL FOUNDATION. To Our City/A notre ville. Sudbury: The Foundation, 1983.


See also/voir aussi: 978.

THUNDER BAY


1152. SEABORNE, Adrian A. and Patricia N. LARRAIN. “Changing Patterns of Trade through the Port of Thunder Bay.” Canadian Geographer/Le géographe canadien 27, 3 (Fall 1983): 285-90.


See also/voir aussi: 978.

TORONTO


1320. TORONTO PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DEPT. The Redevelopment of Exhibition Place. Toronto: The Department, 1982.


See also/voir aussi: 72, 164, 186, 190, 215, 348, 375, 444, 448, 452, 958, 963.

WINDSOR


See also/voir aussi: 247.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


1350. LEGGET, Robert T. "Brockville Tunnel a Monument to Canada's own Railway Fever." Canadian Rail 381 (July-August 1984): 131-133.


**Prairies/Les Prairies**

**GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX**


See also/voir aussi: 147, 198, 217, 1608.

Manitoba

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX


See also/voir aussi: 81.

WINNIPEG


See also/voir aussi: 96.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


See also/voir aussi: 81.

Saskatchewan

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX

1503. FEATHER, Joan and Vincent L. MATTHEWS. “Early Medical Care in Saskatchewan.” Saskatchewan History 37, 2 (Spring 1984): 41-54.


REGINA


SASKATOON


OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


Bibliography/Bibliographie


CALGARY


See also/voir aussi: 352, 1543.

EDMONTON


See also/voir aussi: 12, 1543.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


British Columbia/Colombie-Britannique


KELOWNA


1618. SURTEES, Ursula. We Came to a Valley: Kelowna, the Heart of the Okanagan. Kelowna, B.C.: s.n. 1982. 60 p.

PRINCE GEORGE


VANCOUVER


1660. SCOTT, Laura E. “The Imposition of British Culture as Portrayed in the New Westminster City Plan of 1859-1862.” M.A. Thesis (Geography), Simon Fraser University, 1983.


See also/voir aussi: 12, 215, 352, 375.

VICTORIA


1682. VICTORIA (B.C.) HERITAGE ADVISORY COMMITTEE. This Old Town: City of Victoria Central Area Heritage Conservation Report. Victoria: City of Victoria, 1983.

OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


1700. VERNON JAPANESE SENIOR CITIZENS ASSOCIATION. Till We See the Light of Hope. Vernon, 1983.


The North/Les Territoires du Nord-Ouest et Yukon

GENERAL/ASPECTS GENERAUX

1702. CANADIAN ARCTIC RESOURCES COMMITTEE. National and Regional Interests in the North: Third National Workshop on People, Resources and the Environment North of 60. Ottawa: Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, 1984. 500 p.


1709. MOORE, Mike and Gary VANDERHADEN. “Northern Problems or Canadian Opportunities.” Canadian Public Administration/Administration publique du Canada 27, 2 (Summer 1984): 182-187.


See also/voir aussi: 290, 354, 383, 1603.

DAWSON


WHITEHORSE


YELLOWKNIFE


OTHER URBAN CENTRES/AUTRES CENTRES URBAINS


